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A B S T R A C T

We have studied the effects of atomic mass (AM) and interatomic potential (IP) on the interface thermal transport of graphene-based intralayer heterostructures,
composed of graphene (Gr) and graphene-like materials (Gx). We find that the phonon mismatch between Gx and Gr, induced by the variations of both AM and IP,
leads to an obvious thermal resistance in such a hybrid heterostructure model device, following some scaling laws. Compared with that of graphene, the Kapitza
resistance (R) of the hybrid heterostructure increases linearly (in power law) with the decrease (increase) of AM in Gx, whereas its variation with IP presents a
contrary behavior. On the other hand, the effective interface thermal resistivity (r) increases parabolically (exponentially) with decreasing (increasing) AM and IP in
Gx. We also find that the thermal rectification ratio can be effectively manipulated by the variation of AM and IP. Finally, we illustrate that the obtained scaling laws
can be used to estimate r in real heterostructures. This study is expected to provide an efficient way to evaluate the interface effect on thermal transport, which have
potential applications in design of high-performance heterostructure-based nanodevices.

1. Introduction

2D materials have trigged considerable research interests due to
their unique properties and potential applications since the beginning
of this century [1–8]. Recently, heterostructures based on van der
Waals interaction between 2D materials have become one of the leading
hot topics in condensed matter physics and materials science [9–14].
Besides the well studied interlayer heterostructures (HS), the intralayer
HS of monolayer materials were realized in recent experiments, which
have attracted particular attention [15–20]. Such heterostructure ma-
terials with magical properties offer an ideal platform to realize man-
made characteristics and explore novel physical phenomena rarely
observed in nature. As one of the fundamental physical properties,
thermal conduction in nanostructures is crucial for the performance of
nanodevices. Several recent theoretical studies have explored the
thermal transport in HS, and ones observed significant thermal re-
sistance and reflections from the heterointerfaces [21–24]. Combined
with the unique electronic properties of HS [15–18], the exploration of
the interface effects on thermal transport in such intralayer HS can
accelerate their further applications in microelectronics and thermo-
electrics.

From the viewpoint of phonon scatterings, three factors are ex-
pected to be dominating for the interface thermal transport of HS: (1)
the atomic mass (AM) of a monolayer material; (2) the interatomic

potential (IP) of a monolayer material; (3) the geometry distortions at
the interface. The previous studies were usually focused on the com-
bined effect of above factors for several graphene-based HS [21–24].
The underlying physical mechanism and general rule of interface effects
on the thermal transport have not been well explored for such in-
tralayered hybrid HS. Their clarification is not only fundamentally in-
teresting but also crucial to designing the HS-based high-performance
nanodevices.

For exploring general physics, usually, people construct some arti-
ficial lattice models with simple interatomic potentials such as Fermi-
Pasta-Ulam (FPU) chain model [25–28]. For the general physics of the
intralayer heat transport in the 2D heterostructures, similarly, a more
realistic model is built in present work, based on the graphene (Gr)
geometry and the famous Tersoff potential [29]. As is well known, Gr
has the most typical 2D geometry, and the Tersoff potential has been
widely used in describing interatomic interactions of various 2D ma-
terials [30–33]. The main characteristics of various 2D materials are
then involved into the present model. This allows us to explore the
general physics of 2D materials, just as done in the artificial lattice
models of FPU chain model. The results can be used to evaluate effec-
tively the thermal resistance of the real 2D heterostructures.

For the HS of monolayer materials, the geometry distortion at the
interface is usually insignificant with little lattice mismatch. Thus we
focus our investigation on the factors of AM and IP in a device model of
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graphene-based intralayer heterostructures, composed of monolayer
graphene (Gr) and graphene-like materials with various AM and IP
(denoted as Gx). Our study shows that both variation of AM and IP can
induce significant thermal resistance and effective thermal resistivity at
interface, which can be generally described by scaling laws.

2. Model and methodology

We adopted the nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)
method [34–36] to investigate the thermal transport property of HS.
Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic geometry of Gx/Gr HS, where the heat
flux flows from Gx to Gr in x direction. The length of Gx (Gr) was set to
be 10 nm, and the width (y direction) in the simulated box was about
5 nm. A periodic boundary condition was applied in y direction, and the
fixed boundary condition was used in x direction.

The NEMD simulations were performed using the LAMMPS package
[37]. The Tersoff potential was adopted to describe the C-C interatomic
interactions in Gr [29]. As for the interatomic interactions in Gx, the
same Tersoff potential formula as graphene was adopted, but the
parameters for interaction energy were changed by a scaling factor so
as to explore the IP effect on the thermal transport. Such a treatment
resembles the modification of spring constants in the FPU chain model,
which makes sure that other properties are hardly affected such as the
graphene geometry and the equilibrium distances between atoms. The
interaction between Gx atoms and C atoms are also described by the
Tersoff potential formula, where the potential parameters are de-
termined by the mixing rule [30]. Moreover, the velocity Verlet method
was used to integrate equations of motion with a fixed time step of 0.5
fs. The system was first fully relaxed in the NVT ensemble at 300 K for
1.25 ns. Then we performed the NEMD simulations, where the outmost
two layers of each end of Gx/Gr were fixed, and the adjacent eight
layers were coupled to Nosé–Hoover thermostats with temperatures of
310 K and 290 K, respectively. We first performed NEMD simulations
for 1.25 ns to make sure that the system gets to the nonequilibrium
stationary state, and then performed another 2.5 ns simulation to get
the average temperature profile and heat flux.

3. Numerical results and discussions

For a convenience, we denote m (p) as the ratio of AM (IP) of Gx to
that of Gr, which will be the key variables in the following discussions.
Also, we define the interface region with two unit cells (0.5 nm), i.e.,
one unit cell at the Gx side and the other at the Gr side. Fig. 1(b) shows
the calculated temperature profile along the length direction of Gx/Gr
HS with p= 2 and m=1. It is seen that a temperature drop ΔTint at the
interface is developed, which gives a measurement of the Kapitza re-
sistance R= ΔTint/J, with J being the heat flux [21,38].

To systematically explore the AM and IP effects on the interface
thermal resistance, we have considered two cases about Gx: one is for m
(p) < 1, and the other is for m (p) > 1. In particular, it is noticed that
Gx and Gr are identical at m=1 and p= 1, where R becomes the
smallest. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the calculated m (p) dependence of R
for m (p) < 1 and m (p) > 1, respectively. One can see that in
Fig. 2(a), the decrease in AM (m < 1) induces a linear increase of R,
scaled by R=0.230–0.236m, whereas the increase in AM (m > 1)
gives rise to a power-law increase of R in Fig. 2(b), scaled by
R=0.041m1.84. When the decrease (increase) of IP in Gx from that of
Gr, on the other hand, R changes in reverse with the variation of IP,
scaled by R=0.031p−1.795 (R = −0.094 + 0.105p). This result shows
that the decrease of IP and increase of AM have more profound effect on
R than the increase of IP and decrease of AM in HS, respectively. The
scaling laws obtained above can provide an efficient way to evaluate/
manipulate interface thermal resistance.

Since the interface thermal resistance R is determined by two
parameters, i.e., ΔTint and J, it is interesting to distinguish the dom-
inating effects on the changes of R with AM and IP. We have further
analysed the variation of J and ΔTint with various AM and IP at the
interface. It is found that only the variation profile of J is in agreement
with that of R, indicating that the change of J is in charge of the var-
iation of R.

In Fig. 2(c) and (d), we further explore the effective interface
thermal resistivity (r), defined by r= ΔTint/(ΔTGx +ΔTint+ΔTGr), with
ΔTGx and ΔTGr being the temperature drop in Gx and Gr, respectively
[21]. The quantity r represents the ratio of interface thermal resistivity

Fig. 1. Geometry of the NEMD simulation for Gx/Gr HS (a) and typical tem-
perature profile along the length direction (b). The heat flux flows from Gx to
Gr.

Fig. 2. Calculated m (p) dependence of Kapitza resistance R (a,b) and interface
effective thermal resistivity r (c,d) with variation of AM (m) and IP (p) factors in
Gx. (a) and (b) correspond to the m (p) dependence of R for m (p) < 1 and m
(p) > 1, respectively; (c) and (d) correspond to the m (p) dependence of r for m
(p) < 1 and m (p) > 1, respectively. The black squares and red circles re-
present the variation with m and p, respectively.
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to the total one in the HS, which is more instinctive in describing the
interface effect. In the case of m (p) < 1, one observes from Fig. 2(c)
that the AM and IP dependence of r exhibits a parabolic curve, which
can be closely approximated by r= 0.649–0.054m-0.434m2 under
p = 1 and by r = 0.506 + 0.203p-0.561p2 under m=1. In the case of
m (p) > 1, interestingly, it is found from Fig. 2(d) that the variation of
r with m (p) follows an exponential curve, which can be well described
by r= 0.619–11.8e-m/0.338 under p=1 and by r= 0.543–3.352e-p/0.49

under m=1. In use of such scaling formulae, one can evaluate the
efficiency of interface thermal resistance without performing complex
computations. From the figures, one can also see that the change of AM
induces more significant variation of r than the IP does, showing that
adjusting AM is a more efficient way to manipulate r.

To understand the physical mechanism of the interface resistance in
HS, we have calculated the phonon density of states (PDOS) of Gx and
Gr (Fig. 3). Compared with that of Gr, obvious extension of PDOS to
higher frequencies has been observed in Gx with either decreasing AM
or increasing IP. On the contrary, increasing AM or decreasing IP in-
duces obvious shrinking of PDOS. From the lattice dynamics theory,
one knows that ∝ω K M/ for the phonon mode of highest frequency
(stretch phonon mode), where K and M are the force constant and
atomic mass of a material, respectively [39,40]. This allows one to get

∝ω K /MGr c c , and ∝ω K /MGx x x , where Kc (Kx) and Mc (Mx) are the
force constant and atomic mass of Gr (Gx), respectively. Thus the var-
iation of the highest phonon frequency in Gx can be described as

∝ω p m/Gx , with =p K /Kx c and =m M /Mx c. In all the above cases,
the variations of both AM and IP lead to the large mismatch of PDOS
between Gx and Gr, which in turn result in the large R and r. We have
additionally calculated the phonon matching coefficient S in a similar
way as reported in Chen's work [41,42]. As shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), S
monotonously decreases with the decrease/increase of AM and IP. This
feature is in consistent with the variation of R (r) with AM and IP,
showing that the phonon mismatch is responsible for the thermal

Fig. 3. Phonon density of states (PDOS) of Gx with typical variation of AM and IP, with comparison of Gr. (a) and (b) present the shift of PDOS of Gx with decreasing
and increasing AM, respectively. (c) and (d) present the shift of PDOS of Gx with decreasing and increasing IP, respectively.

Fig. 4. Calculated phonon matching coefficient S with the decrease (a) and
increase (b) of AM (m) and IP (p) factors in Gx. S monotonously decreases with
the variation of AM and IP in both (a) and (b). This feature is in consistent with
the variation of R (r) with AM and IP, showing that the phonon mismatch is
responsible for the thermal resistance at the interface.
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resistance at the interface.
It is noticed that the extension and shrinking of PDOS in Gx corre-

spond to the power-law and linear variations of R, respectively. To have
a clear understanding on this phenomenon, we have calculated the
phonon dispersions along the thermal transport direction, which cor-
respond to the Γ-K direction in the reciprocal space, for Gx with various
AM and IP (Fig. 5). As one can see, decreasing AM or increasing IP not
only increases the velocity of three acoustic phonons, but also pushes
the optical phonons to higher frequencies (Fig. 5 (a) and 5(d)), which
results in the extension of PDOS. Since the acoustic phonons are dom-
inating for the thermal transport in Gr at room temperature [43–47],
one can conclude that R is mainly attributed to the variation of acoustic
phonons in Gx in this case. On the other hand, increasing AM or de-
creasing IP have effect of decreasing the velocity of acoustic phonons
and pushing the optical phonons to lower frequencies (Fig. 5 (b) and
5(c)), which results in the shrinking of PDOS. The downshifted optical
phonons can also be excited due to their lower frequencies, which
would effectively interact with the acoustic phonons in Gx via the
phonon-phonon scatterings, leading to a decrease of the acoustic pho-
nons transporting across the interface. Thus the downshifted optical
phonons are also expected to contribute to R.

As shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), the mismatches of acoustic phonons
induced by decreasing AM by half are similar to that by increasing AM
by two times. This implies that the different variations of R with de-
creasing and increasing AM are resulted from the different effects of
upshifting and downshifting optical phonons. In the linear variation
case, only the mismatches between acoustic phonons contribute to R.
Whereas, in the power-law behavior, the optical phonons in Gx are
additionally excited in Gx, but they have little contribution to the
thermal transport. This is because the optical phonons are hardly cou-
pled to the acoustic phonons, the main thermal carriers in Gr. However,
the excitation of optical phonons in Gx reduces the amount of excited
acoustic phonons, which are expected to transport through the inter-
face. Therefore, although the mismatches of acoustic phonons are si-
milar, the interface thermal resistances are very different for decreasing
and increasing AM. This mechanism also applies to the variation of R
with decreasing/increasing IP. In addition, the different behaviors of r
with decreasing and increasing AM (IP) are attributed to the combined

effects from the variations of R and the thermal conductance of Gx.
On the other hand, it is well known that HS structures normally

have pronounced thermal rectification effect. We have additionally
calculated the thermal rectification ratio (TR) using = ×

−+ −

−
TR 100%J J

J
at a fixed temperature difference |Δ| with = −T TΔ ( )/300L R , where +J
and −J correspond to∆ > ∆ <0 and 0, respectively [7,46]. As shown in
Fig. 6, with a fixed temperature difference |Δ|= 0.067, the decrease in
AM (m < 0) induces a negative TR, and the increase in AM (m > 0)
gives rise to a positive TR. Whereas, the change of TR with IP has a
contrary behavior. Moreover, the variation of TR is more sensitive to
the decrease of IP and AM, where the maximum positive (30%) and
negative (−90%) TR values appear with p and m of Gx reaching one
quarter, respectively. This result indicates that one can effectively
manipulate the thermal rectification via changing AM and IP in the HS.

As an application of our model devices for real systems, we have
considered r in Gx/Gr HS, composed of C13 randomly doped graphene
(considered as Gx) and pure C12 graphene (that is, Gr) [48]. Such hy-
brid structure can be realized through the isotope doping technique.
Fig. 7(a) shows NEMD calculated C13 doping concentration dependence
of r (solid dots), which increases monotonically to 0.13 with the doping
concentration increasing to 90%. We have also evaluated r form the
above exponential formula (r= 0.619–11.8e-m/0.338) in use of the
average AM in Gx, which depends only on the doping concentration
(open dots). Here m is the ratio of average atomic mass of Gx to that of
Gr. For example, we adopted m=12.5/12 for a 50% doping of C13. It is
found that the exponential formula can qualitatively represent the di-
rect NEMD results. The small diverges can be attributed to the ran-
domly distribution of C13 in Gx in NEMD calculation, which was con-
sidered to be evenly distributed on each atom in the exponential
formula.

We have also considered another real case of HS, composed of h-BN
and Gr monolayers (h-BN/Gr, Fig. 7(b)) [22,24]. In the ENMD simu-
lation, the Tersoff potential for B-N-C was used to describe the atomic
interactions for B-N, B-C, and C-C [30]. The calculated results show that
the effective interface thermal resistance of h-BN/Gr is r= 0.475. On
the other hand, the value of r can be also evaluated in use of our si-
mulated laws for the system, the first step of which is to evaluate m and
p for h-BN. It is noted that there are many phonon modes in the h-BN
determined by the AM, IP, as well as the geometry structure. However,
the difference between the highest phonon frequencies (stretch phonon
mode) of h-BN and Gr are mainly induced by the different AM and IP of
the two structures. As discussed above, the ratio (hra) between the

Fig. 5. Phonon dispersions of Gx along the thermal transport direction with
typical various AM and IP, with comparison of Gr. (a) and (b) present the
phonon dispersions of Gx with decreasing and increasing AM, respectively. (c)
and (d) present the phonon dispersions of Gx with decreasing and increasing IP,
respectively.

Fig. 6. Calculated thermal rectification ratio (TR) variation with AM (m) and IP
(p) factors in Gx at a fixed temperature difference =|Δ| 0.067.
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highest frequencies of h-BN and Gr approximatively obtained to be
≈h K /Mra BN BN / K /Mc c , where KBN (MBN) and Kc (Mc) are the force

constants (average atomic masses) of h-BN and Gr, respectively. Con-
sidering that Gx and Gr have the same IP formula, we can have

≈h p/mra . With m≈ M /MBN c =1.042 (MBN=12.5 relative atomic
mass) and the value of hra obtained from the numerical phonon struc-
ture calculations, we can get the value of p for h-BN as a result. As
indicated by the PDOS in Fig. 7 (b), the highest phonon frequencies of
h-BN and Gr are about 46 THz and 48 THz, respectively. Thus one can
get ≈p 0.842 for h-BN in the HS, which contributes 0.279 to r according
to the obtained parabolic rule (r = 0.506 + 0.203p-0.561p2). On the
other hand, the effect of AM on r can be evaluated with m=1.042,
which contributes additional 0.08 to r according to the obtained ex-
ponential rule (r= 0.619–11.8e-m/0.338). Therefore, one can get a rough
evaluation of r= 0.36 from the model calculations, which is close to
the direct NEMD result (r= 0.475).

Additionally, we discuss the interface thermal resistance in another
typical HS structure, MoS2/Gr, where the NEMD simulations predicted
R=2.5 km2/GW [49]. The MoS2/Gr HS is more complex than the Gx/
Gr HS owing to the complex MoS2 geometry. This feature induces sig-
nificant geometry distortions at the interface which has not been con-
sidered in this work. Nevertheless, we can roughly estimate the inter-
face thermal resistance contributed by the mismatch of AM and IP in
the MoS2/Gr HS. According to the atomic mass of Mo, S and C, we can
get m=4.4, corresponding to R= 0.6. Additionally, according to

≈ω ω/ p/mGrMoS2 where ωMoS2 and ωGr are the frequencies of the

stretch phonon mode of MoS2 and graphene respectively (their values
can be obtained from the phonon structure calculations), we can get
p≈0.43, corresponding to R=0.15 km2/GW. This indicates that the
thermal resistance from AM and IP is about 0.75 km2/GW from our
obtained numerical laws. This value is in the same order to that in real
MoS2/Gr HS, while it is less than that in the later. The result should be
reasonable, since the exclusion of lattice-distortion effect on the
thermal resistance in our study is expected to give rise to smaller R.

Finally, we would like to remark that the phonon wave packet si-
mulations can additionally show the dynamical feature of phonon
scatterings at the interface. Such calculations had been successfully
applied to the MoS2/Gr HS, and clearly showed how the LA and TA
phonons transporting across the interface [49]. The results agree well
with the analytical ones obtained from the viewpoint of phonon mis-
match for the interface phonon transport. Here the phonon wave packet
scattering in Gx/Gr HS is expected to have similar features as that in the
MoS2/Gr HS, i.e., the LA mode has more significant contribution to the
thermal transmission, and the low-energy phonons are more efficiently
transported across the interface, which are to be confirmed in the fea-
ture investigations.

4. Conclusions

In summary, by using the NEMD simulations, we have investigated
the effects of atomic mass and interatomic potential on the interface
thermal resistance R and effective thermal resistivity r of intralayer
heterostructures, via a Gx/Gr device model. We have found that both
the variation of AM and IP in Gx can induce large R and r, following
scaling laws. Especially, it is found that r increases parabolically (ex-
ponentially) with decrease (increase) of AM and IP. The underlying
mechanism has been explored from viewpoint of phonon spectra var-
iations, induced by the change of AM and IP, which affects the excited
phonons for the heat transfer across the interface. We have also found
that the thermal rectification ratio can be effectively manipulated by
the variation of AM and IP. Finally, we have illustrated that the ob-
tained scaling laws can be used to evaluate r in real heterostructures.
Although the interatomic potentials in an actual 2D heterostructure
may have some variations from the Tersoff type, one can always esti-
mate the phonon mismatch from the ratio of atomic mass and strength
of interatomic interactions between the two 2D materials. Therefore,
we believe that our obtained scaling laws have the general physical
meaning, and can be applicable in various actual 2D heterostructures.
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